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Darwin in Oxford 

Academics 
Topics Covered (see also Syllabus) 

The program can count for either Gen Ed Culture & Belief or Science of Living Systems (but not both). 
There are no pre-reqs because the aim is to have an academically diverse student group – people from 
the sciences, the social sciences, and from the humanities.  A diversity of perspectives makes for a much 
more interesting experience for everyone involved. 

As with all the Summer School Study Abroad Programs, there are two courses (whose grades will trans-
fer directly to your regular Harvard College transcript).  Because this is a small program, all students do 
the same two courses.  The first course (approx. weeks 1-3) is History of Science; the second (4-6) is a 
course in Evolutionary Biology.   

1. The Origins of The Origin: Darwin's historical context 

1.  Biological transformation across cultures: creation stories & evolution 
2.  The Ancients: Aristotle, Empedocles, Lucretius 
3.  Classifying nature before Darwin: Ray & Linnaeus 
4.  Materialism & the Enlightenment: Questioning Biblical Orthodoxy 
5.  Smith's Invisible hand and Malthus's checks to population  
6.  The other Smith: William Smith and the meaning of fossils 
7.  George-Louis Leclerc Buffon & Les Epoques de la Nature 
8.  Uniformitarianism: Hutton & Playfair 
9.  Biology's Samuel Johnson: Erasmus Darwin & "Ocean's Pearly Caves" 
10.  Revolutionary France & a biological revolution: Jean Baptiste Lamarck 
11.  Function is all: Georges Cuvier 
12.  Form is all: Etienne Geoffroy Saint Hillaire 
13.  Under Paley's shadow: Charles Darwin from birth to Cambridge 
14.  Under Lyell's shadow: The Beagle 
15.  Eureka moment?  Darwin's finches and scientific myth-making 
16.  The Vestiges of Creation: preparing the way or muddying the waters? 
17.  Barnacle detour: A theory under wraps 
18.  Alfred Russel Wallace: "an industrious and persevering traveler" 
19.  The Darwin-Wallace paper & The Origin of Species 
20.  The theory's attributes: variational vs. transformational, population vs type 
21.  Showdown!  T H Huxley and the theory's reception 
22.  The Descent of Man: sexual selection & human evolution 
23.  Defending the faith: Darwin singleminded, Wallace erratic  
 

 
2.  Beyond The Origin: Darwin up to date 

 
1.  Genetic fallout: Mendelians & Biometricians 
2.  Resolution: Fisher & the Modern Synthesis 
3.  Population consequences of Mendel: Hardy-Weinberg 
4.  Mutation: the birth of variation 
5.  Measuring variation 
6.  The fate of variation: factors that change gene frequencies 
7.  Inbreeding & genetic drift 
8.  Migration & the effect of gene flow 
9.  Natural selection: negative selection-mutation balance 
10.  Those moths: selection in natural populations 
11.  The peacock’s tail: sexual selection 
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12.  Multiple genes: mountain climbing in an adaptive landscape 
13.  The neutral theory: testing for selection 
14.  Molecular evolution: the molecular clock 
15.  Species: a problem of identity 
16.  Generating novelty: speciation 
17.  Generating novelty: molecular mechanisms 
18.  Generating novelty: developmental mechanisms 
19.  Fossils: our glimpse into evolution’s past 
20.  Phylogeny: reconstructing the past from the present 
21.  Tempo & mode: punctuated equilibria and mass extinction 
22.  Where we come from: human evolution 
23.  Evolution and our behavior 

 
Reading 

We put together a set of selected readings for both courses and these are posted on the course website.  
You will get these when you arrive in Oxford.  Our library in Oxford is limited to some 50 volumes that we 
bring with us, so most additional reading will be done online. 

 Pre-course The course starts late in the summer so you have to contend with many weeks of 
boredom and anticipation.  What better way to head off the former and enhance the latter than by reading 
up on Darwin?  All the following are readily available from libraries, bookshops, or the internet.  

Two biographies are a rattling good read (and are available in paperback): 

• Janet Browne, 2 volumes, Charles Darwin, Voyaging & Charles Darwin, Power of Place.  Hope-
fully Dr Browne will be giving us a tour of Darwin's home, Down House 

• Adrian Desmond and James Moore, Darwin 

We strongly recommend that you have read one of these biographies before you arrive in Oxford. 

Other relevant books you may enjoy are: 

• Ed Larson, Evolution, The Remarkable History of a Scientific Theory  

• James Moore & Adrian Desmond, Darwin's Sacred Cause 

• Harry Thompson, To  the Edge of  the World (historical fiction) 

• Rebecca Stott, Darwin & the Barnacle 

• Keith Thomson, HMS Beagle 

• Andrew Berry, Infinite Tropics (a collection of the writings of Alfred Russel Wallace) 

• Alan Cutler. The Seashell on the Mountaintop (on pioneering paleontologist, Nicholas Steno) 

• Carl Zimmer, Evolution: the triumph of an idea (companion volume to PBS series on evolution) 

• Jon Weiner, Beak of the Finch 

• Richard Fortey, Earth: An Intimate History, and Life: A Natural History of the First Four Billion 
Years of Life on Earth 

• Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker, The Greatest Show on Earth: The Evidence for Evolu-
tion and The Ancestor's Tale 

• Stephen Jay Gould, Wonderful Life, and collections of his essays (especially the earliest ones in 
Ever Since Darwin) 
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Required  The following books are required.  We have old copies (from previous students), how-
ever, available for your use in Oxford.  Only if you object to using a book with another student’s annota-
tions, highlights, etc, should you buy your own copies. 

• Charles Darwin, The Voyage of the Beagle and The Descent of Man  

• Jim Costa, The Annotated Origin of Species Harvard University Press 2009 

• Peter Bowler, Evolution: The History of an Idea, Fourth Edition (2009), Completely Revised and 
Expanded.  U Cal Press, Berkeley 

• Mark Ridley, Evolution, Third Edition (2003) 

 
Guest Lecturers 

We aim to take advantage whenever possible of the wealth of expertise available in Oxford and in the UK 
in general.  None of these arrangements are fixed in stone (not even the ones pertaining to geology) but 
the current list includes: 

• Dr Tom Kemp, curator of vertebrates, Oxford Museum: Paleontology 

• Rev Michael Roberts: Darwin's geology in North Wales 

• Dr Janet Browne: Darwin at home: Down House 

• Dr Jim Moore: Darwin’s Cambridge (the English one) 

• Richard Dawkins: Darwin for Today 

Excursions 

These will be a major component of the courses.  This list is provisional. 

• Oxford University Museum, scene of the famous Huxley/Wilberforce debate 

• Cambridge: Darwin's college (Christ's) and the university museum, which houses some important geological 
collections.  The Darwin archive -- including the bulk of his enormous correspondence -- resides in the 
Cambridge Univ library 

• Linnean Society, London.  The Darwin-Wallace paper was read here, the premier biological institution of the 
era.  The library also houses Alfred Russel Wallace's notes and journals 

• Lichfield, home of Darwin’s remarkable grandfather, Erasmus Darwin 

• Natural History Museum.  Home to the most extensive biological collections in the world.  We will be able to 
visit the research collections and see for ourselves their extent 

• Shrewsbury, where Darwin grew up and went to school 

• Down House, Darwin's home 

• North Wales and Shropshire, geology.  It was here, especially on his early expedition immediately pre-
Beagle with Cambridge geologist Adam Sedgwick, that Darwin cut his scientific teeth. 
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Schedule and Course Structure 

The day-to-day schedule can be fluid and can respond to whatever-works-best for so small a group.  Cur-
rently, though, we're planning a heavy dose of straight teaching every weekday morning with discussion 
sections for part of the afternoons.  The schedule will to some extent be dictated by the material being 
covered -- some topics, after all, lend themselves more readily to discussion than others.  There will be 
regular reading assignments and some limited homework (eg problem sets on population genetics) but, 
other than the reading, the amount of out-of-class work will not be back-breaking.  You should have plen-
ty of time to explore Oxford and elsewhere; there will be no scheduled course activities on weekends. 

Assessment 

Each course will yield a letter grade on your Harvard transcript.  Both courses have a final (1.5 hours; 
short answer questions to be answered in class).  In addition both courses will have a major writing as-
signment -- a research paper (10-12 pp) on a topic to be chosen by you.   

You will also be assessed for your performance in class, especially discussion sections, and for how you 
interact with your fellow students (bawling another student out in a debate is neither rhetorically effective 
nor a passport to a good grade).  However well you do in the exams, you will not score highly in this class 
if you've sat throughout in the back row, snoring gently.  Provisionally, assessment will be as follows: 
 

Exams    30% 
Participation  40% 
Final Paper  30% 

 
***** 

For information on Summer School Policies, see 
http://www.summer.harvard.edu/exams-grades-policies/student-responsibilities 

 
 

 
Darwin's illustration of the Galapagos finches from his Voyage of the Beagle 


